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Abstract
We describe methods to capture, convert, store and analyze NFS workloads that are 20-100× more intense, in
terms of operations/day, than any previously published.
We describe three techniques that improve capture performance by up to 10× over previous techniques. For
conversion, we use a general-purpose format that is both
highly space efﬁcient and provides efﬁcient access to the
trace data. For analysis, we describe a number of techniques adopted from the database community and some
new techniques that facilitate analysis of very large traces.
We also describe a number of guidelines for trace collection that should prove useful to future practitioners. Finally, we analyze a commercial feature animation (movie)
rendering workload using these techniques and discuss
the characteristics of the workload. Our implementation
of these techniques is available as open source and the exact anonymized datasets we analyze are available for free
download.

1 Introduction
Storage tracing and analysis have a long history. Some of
the earliest ﬁlesystem traces were captured in 1985 [26],
and there has been intermittent tracing effort since then,
summarized by Leung [20]. Storage traces are analyzed
to ﬁnd properties that future systems should support or
exploit, and as input to simulators and replay tools to explore system performance with real workloads.
One of the problems with trace analysis is that old
traces inherently have to be scaled up to be used for evaluating newer storage systems because the underlying performance of the newer systems has increased. Therefore the community beneﬁts from regularly capturing new
traces from multiple sources, and, if possible, traces that
put a heavy load on the storage system, reducing the need
to scale the workload.
Most traces, since they are captured by academics,
are captured in academic settings. This means that the
workloads captured are somewhat comparable, but it also
means that commercial workloads are under-represented.
Microsoft is working to correct this by capturing commer-
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cial enterprise traces from their internal servers [23]. Our
work focuses on commercial NFS [25, 6, 28] workloads,
in particular from a feature animation (movie) company,
whose name remains blinded as part of the agreement to
publish the traces. The most recent publically available
NFS traces that we are aware of were collected in 2003
by Ellard [13]. Our 2003 and 2007 traces [4] provide recent NFS traces for use by the community.
One difference between our traces and other ones is the
data rates that we measured. Our 2003 client traces saw
about 750 million operations per day. In comparison, the
2003 Ellard traces saw a peak of about 125 million NFS
operations per day, and the 2007 Leung traces [20] saw a
peak of 19 million CIFS operations/day. Our 2007 traces
saw about 2.4 billion operations/day. This difference required us to develop and adopt new techniques to capture,
convert, and analyze the traces.
Since our traces were captured in such a different environment than prior traces, we limit our comparisons
to their workloads, and we do not attempt to make any
claims about trends. We believe that unless we, as a community, collect traces from hundreds of different sites, we
will not have sufﬁcient data to make claims stronger than
“this workload is different from other ones in these ways.”
In fact, we make limited comparison of the trends between our 2003 and 2007 traces for similar reasons. The
underlying workload changed as the rendering techniques
improved to generate higher quality output, the operating
system generating the requests changed, the NFS protocol version changed, and the conﬁguration of the clients
changed because of standard technology trends.
The process of understanding a workload involves four
main steps, as shown in Figure 1. Our tools for these
steps are shown in italics for each step, as well as some
traditional tools. The ﬁrst step is capturing the workload,
usually as some type of trace. The second step is conversion, usually from some raw format into a format designed for analysis. The third step is analysis to reduce the
huge amount of converted data to something manageable.
Alternately, this step is a simulation or replay to explore
some new system architecture. Finally the fourth step is
to generate graphs or textual reports from the output of
the analysis or simulation.
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Figure 1: Overall process; our tools are shown in italics,
traditional tools after them.
Our work has ﬁve main contributions:
1. The development of techniques for lossless raw
packet capture up to 5Gb/s, and with recent hardware
improvements, likely to 10Gb/s. These techniques
are applicable to anyone wanting to capture a network storage service such as NFS, CIFS, or iSCSI.
2. A series of guidelines for the conversion and storage
of the traces. Many of these guidelines are things that
we wish we had known when we were converting our
traces. We used DataSeries [2] to store the traces, but
our guidelines are general.
3. Improved techniques for analyzing very large traces
that allow us to look at the burstiness in workloads,
and an examination of how the long averaging intervals in prior analysis can obscure workload properties.
4. The analysis of an intense NFS workload demonstrating that our techniques are successful.
5. The agreement with the animation company to allow
the roughly 100 billion operation anonymized traces
to be published, along with the complete set of tools
to perform all the analysis presented in this paper and
to generate the graphs. Other researchers can build
on our tools for further analysis, and use the traces in
simulation studies.
We examine related work in Section 2. We describe our
capture techniques in Section 3, followed by the conversion in Section 4. We describe our adopted and new analysis techniques in Section 5 and use them to analyze the
workload in Section 6. Finally we conclude in Section 7.
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2 Related work
The two closest pieces of related work are Ellard’s NFS
study [12, 13], and Leung’s 2007 CIFS study [20]. These
papers also summarize the earlier decade of ﬁlesystem
tracing, so we refer interested readers to those papers.
Ellard et al. captured NFS traces from a number of Digital
UNIX and NetApp servers on the Harvard campus, analyzed the traces and presented new results looking at the
sequentiality of the workload, and comparing his results
to earlier traces. Ellard made his tools available, so we
initially considered building on top of them, but quickly
discovered that our workload was so much more intense
that his tools would be insufﬁcient, and so ended up building our own. We later translated those tools and traces into
DataSeries, and found our version was about 100× faster
on a four core machine and used 25× less CPU time for
analysis. Our 2003 traces were about 25× more intense
than Ellard’s 2001 traces, and about 6× more intense than
Ellard’s 2003 traces.
Leung et al. traced a pair of NetApp servers on their
campus. Since the clients were entirely running the Windows operating system, his traces were of CIFS data, and
so he used the Wireshark tools [31] to convert the traces.
Leung’s traces were of comparable intensity to Ellard’s
traces, and they noted that they had some small packet
drops during high load as they just used tcpdump for capture. Leung identiﬁed and extensively analyzed complicated sequentiality patterns. Our 2007 traces were about
95× more intense than Leung’s traces, as they saw a peak
of 19.1 million operations/day and we saw an average of
about 1.8 billion. This comparison is slightly misleading
as NFS tends to have more operations than CIFS because
NFS is a stateless protocol.
Tcpdump [30] is the tool that almost all researchers
describe using to capture packet traces. We tried using
tcpdump, but experienced massive packet loss using it in
2003, and so developed new techniques. For compatibility, we used the pcap ﬁle format, originally developed for
tcpdump, for our raw captured data. When we captured
our second set of traces in 2007, we needed to capture at
even higher rates, and we used a specialized capture card.
We wrote new capture software using techniques we had
developed in 2003 to allow us to capture above 5Gb/s.
Tcpdump also includes limited support for conversion
of NFS packets. Wireshark [31] provides a graphical interface to packet analysis, and the tshark variant provides
conversion to text. We were not aware of Wireshark at the
time of our ﬁrst capture, and we simply adjusted our earlier tools when we did our 2007 tracing. We may consider
using the Wireshark converter in the future, provided we
can make it run much faster. Running tshark on a small 2
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million packet capture took about 45 seconds whereas our
converter ran in about 5 seconds. Given conversion takes
2-3 days for a 5 day trace, we can not afford conversion
to slow down by a factor of 9×.
Some of the analysis techniques we use are derived
from the database community, namely the work on
cubes [16] and approximate quantiles [22]. We considered using a standard SQL database for our storage and
analysis, but abandoned that quickly because a database
that can hold 100 billion rows is very expensive. We do
use SQL databases for analysis and graphing once we
have reduced the data size down to a few million rows
using our tools.

3 Raw packet capture
The ﬁrst stage in analyzing an NFS workload is capturing
the data. There are three places that the workload could
be captured: the client, the server, or the network. Capturing the workload on the clients is very parallel, but is
difﬁcult to conﬁgure and can interfere with the real workload. Capturing the workload on the server is straightforward if the server supports capture, but impacts the performance of the server. Capturing the workload on the
network through port mirroring is almost as convenient as
capture on the server, and given that most switches implement mirroring in hardware, has no impact on network or
workload performance. Therefore, we have always chosen to capture the data through the use of port mirroring, if
necessary, using multiple Ethernet ports for the mirrored
packets.
The main challenge for raw packet capture is the underlying data rate. In order to parse NFS packets, we have to
capture the complete packet. Because the capture host is
not interacting with clients, it has no way to throttle incoming packets, so it needs to be able to capture at the
full sustained rate or risk packet loss. To maximize ﬂexibility, we want to write the data out to disk so that we can
simplify the parsing and improve the error checking. This
means that all of the incoming data eventually turns in to
disk writes leading to the second challenge of maximizing
effective disk space.
While the 1 second average rates may be low enough
to ﬁt onto the mirror ports, if the switch has insufﬁcient
buffering, packets can still be dropped. We discovered
this problem on a switch that used per-port rather than percard buffering. To eliminate the problem, we switched
to 10Gbit mirror ports to reduce the need for switch-side
buffering.
The capture host can also be overrun. At low data rates
(900Mb/s, 70,000 packets/s), standard tcpdump on com-
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modity hardware works ﬁne. However, at high data rates
(5Gb/s, 106 packets/s), traditional approaches are insufﬁcient. Indeed, Leung [20] notes difﬁculties with packet
loss using tcpdump on a 1 Gbit mirror port. We have developed three separate techniques for packet capture, all
of which work better than tcpdump: lindump (user-kernel
ring buffer), driverdump (in-kernel capture to ﬁles), and
endacedump (hardware capture to memory).

3.1 Lindump
The Linux kernel includes a memory-mapped, shared ring
buffer for packet capture. We modiﬁed the example lindump program to write out pcap ﬁles [8], the standard
output format from tcpdump, and to be able to capture
from more than one interface at the same time. We wrote
the output ﬁles to an in-memory ﬁlesystem using mmap to
reduce copies, and copied and compressed the ﬁles in parallel to disk. Using an HP DL580G2, a current 4 socket
server circa 2003, lindump was able to capture about 3×
the packets per second (pps) as tcpdump and about 1.25×
the bandwidth. Combined with a somewhat higher burst
rate while the kernel and network card buffered data, this
approach was sufﬁcient for mostly loss free captures at
the animation company, and was the technique we used
for all of the 2003 set of traces.
Packets are captured into ﬁles in tmpfs, an in-memory
ﬁlesystem, and then compressed to maximize the effective
disk space. If the capture host is mostly idle, we compressed with gzip -9. As the backlog of pending ﬁles
increased, we reduced the compression algorithm to gzip
-6, then to gzip -1, and ﬁnally to nothing. In practice
this approach increased the effective disk size by 1.5-2.5×
in our experience as the data was somewhat compressible,
but at higher input rates we had to fall back to reduced
compression.

3.2 Driverdump
At another site, our 1Gbit lindump approach was insufﬁcient because of packet bursts and limited buffering on the
switch. Replacing the dual 1Gbit cards with a 10Gb/s card
merely moved the bottleneck to the host and the packets
were dropped on the NIC before they could be consumed
by the kernel.
To ﬁx this problem, we modiﬁed the network driver so
that instead of passing packets up the network stack, it
would just copy the packets in pcap format to a ﬁle, and
immediately return the packet buffer to the NIC. A user
space program prepared ﬁles for capture, and closed the
ﬁles on completion. We called our solution driverdump
since it performed all of the packet dumping in the driver.
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Because driverdump avoids the kernel IP stack, it can
capture packets faster than the IP stack could drop them.
We increased the sustained packets per second over lindump by 2.25× to 676,000pps, and sustained bandwidth
by 1.5× to 170MiB/s (note 1 MiB/s = 220 bytes/s). We
could handle short bursts up to 900,000 pps, and 215
MiB/s. This gave us nearly lossless capture to memory
at the second site. Since the ﬁles were written into tmpfs,
we re-used our technology for compressing and copying
the ﬁles out to disk.

3.3 Endacedump
In 2007, we returned to the animation company to collect
new traces on their faster NFS servers and 10Gb/s network. While an update of driverdump might have been
sufﬁcient, we decided to also try the Endace DAG 8.2X
capture card [14]. This card copies and timestamps packets from a 10Gb/s network directly into memory. As a
result, it can capture minimal size packets at full bandwidth, and is intended for doing in-memory analysis of
networks. Our challenge was to get the capture out to
disk, which was not believed to be feasible by our technical contacts at Endace.
To solve this problem, we integrated our adaptive
compression technique into a specialized capture program, and added the lzf [21] compression algorithm, that
compresses at about 100MiB/s. We also upgraded our
hardware to an HP DL585g2 with 4 dual-core 2.8Ghz
Opterons, and 6 14 disk SCSI trays. Our compression
techniques turned our 20TiB of disk space into 30TiB of
effective disk space. We experienced a very small number
of packet drops because our capture card limited a single
stream to PCI-X bandwidth (8Gbps), and required partitioning into two streams to capture 10Gb/s. Newer cards
capture 10Gb/s in a single stream.

3.4 Discussion
Our capture techniques are directly applicable to anyone
attempting to capture data from a networked storage service such as NFS, CIFS, or iSCSI. The techniques present
a tradeoff. The simplest technique (lindump), is a drop
in replacement for using tcpdump for full packet capture, and combined with our adaptive compression algorithm allows capture at over twice the rate of native
tcpdump and expands the effective size of the disks by
1.5×. The intermediate technique increases the capture
rates by an additional factor of 2-3×, but requires modiﬁcation of the in-kernel network driver. Our most advanced
techniques are capable of lossless full-packet capture at
10Gb/s, but requires purchasing special capture hardware.
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Both the lindump and driverdump code are available in
our source distribution [9]. These tools and techniques
should eliminate problems of packet drops for capturing
storage traces. Further details and experiments with the
ﬁrst two techniques can be found in [1].

4 Conversion from raw format
Once the data is captured, the second problem is parsing
and converting that data to a easily usable format. The
raw packet format contains a large amount of unnecessary
data, and would require repeated, expensive parsing to be
used for NFS analysis. There are four main challenges
in conversion: representation, storage, performance and
anonymization. Data representation is the challenge of
deciding the logical structure of the converted data. Storage format is the challenge of picking a suitable physical
structure for the converted data. Conversion performance
is the challenge of making the conversion run quickly, ideally faster than the capture stage. Trace anonymization is
the challenge of hiding sensitive information present in
the data and is necessary for being able to release traces.
One lesson we learned after conversion is that the converter’s version number should be included in the trace.
As with most programs, there can be bugs. Having the
version number in the trace makes it easy to determine
which ﬂaws need to be handled. For systems such as subversion or git, we recommend the atomic check-in ID as
a suitable version number.
A second lesson was preservation of data. An NFS
parser will discard data both for space reasons and for
anonymization. Keeping underlying information, such as
per packet conversion in addition to per NFS-request conversion can enable cross checking between analysis. We
caught an early bug in our converter that failed to record
packet fragments by comparing the packet rates and the
NFS rates.

4.1 Data representation
One option for the representation is the format used in the
Ellard [11] traces: one line per request or reply in a text
ﬁle with ﬁeld names to identify the different parameters in
the RPC. This format is slow to parse, and works poorly
for representing readdir, which has an arbitrary number
of response ﬁelds. Therefore, we chose to use a more
relational data structuring [7].
We have a primary data table with the common ﬁelds
present in every request or reply, and an identiﬁer for each
RPC. We then have secondary tables that contain requesttype speciﬁc information, such as a single table for RPC’s
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that include attributes, and a single table for read and write
information. We then join the common table to the other
tables when we want to perform an analysis that uses information in both. Because of this structure, a single RPC
request or reply will have a single entry in the common table. However, a request/reply pair will have zero (no entry
in the read/write table unless the operation is a read/write)
or more entries (multiple attribute entries for readdir+) in
other tables.
The relational structuring improves ﬂexibility, and
avoids reading unnecessary data for analyses that only
need a subset of the data. For example, an analysis only
looking at operation latency can simply scan the common
table.

4.2 Storage format
Having decided to use a relational structuring for our data,
we next needed to decide how to physically store the
data. Three options were available to us: text, SQL, and
DataSeries, our custom binary format [2] for storing trace
data. Text is a traditional way of storing trace data, however, we were concerned that a text representation would
be too large and too slow. Having later converted the
Ellard traces to our format, we found that the analysis distributed with the traces used 25× less CPU time when the
traces and analysis used DataSeries, and ran 100× faster
on a 4 core machine. This disparity conﬁrmed our intuition that text is a poor format for trace data.
SQL databases support a relational structure. However, the lack of extensive compression means that our
datasets would consume a huge amount of space. We also
expected that many complex queries would not beneﬁt
from SQL and would require extracting the entire tables
through the slow SQL connection.
Therefore, we selected DataSeries as an efﬁcient and
compact format for storing traces. It uses a relational data
model, so there are rows of data, with each row comprised
of the same typed columns. A column can be nullable,
in which case there is a hidden boolean ﬁeld for storing
whether the value is null. Groups of rows are compressed
as a unit. Prior to compression, various transforms are applied to reduce the size of the data. First, duplicate strings
are collapsed down to a single string. Second, values are
delta compressed relative to either the same value in the
previous row or another value in the same row. For example, the packet time values are delta compressed, making
them more compressible by a general purpose compression algorithm.
DataSeries is designed for efﬁcient access. Values are
packed so that once a group of rows is read in, an anal-
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ysis can iterate over them simply by increasing a single
counter, as with a C++ vector. Individual values are accessed by an offset from that counter and a C++ cast. Byte
swapping is automatically performed if necessary. The
offset is not ﬁxed, so the same analysis can read different
versions of the data, provided the meaning of the ﬁelds
has not changed. Efﬁcient access to subsets of the data is
supported by an automatically generated index.
DataSeries is designed for generality. It supports versioning on the table types so that an analysis can properly
interpret data that may have changed in meaning. It has
special support for time ﬁelds so that analysis can convert
to and from different raw formats.
DataSeries is designed for integrity. It has internal
checksums on both the compressed and the uncompressed
data to validate that the data has been processed appropriately. Additional details on the format, additional transforms, and comparisons to a wide variety of alternatives
can be found in the technical report [10].

4.3 Conversion performance
To perform the conversion in parallel, we divide the collected ﬁles into groups and process each group separately.
We make two passes through the data. First, we parse the
data and count the number of requests or replies. Second,
we use those counts to determine the ﬁrst record-id for
each group, and convert the ﬁles. Since NFS parsing requires the request to parse the reply, we currently do not
parse any request-reply pairs that cross a group boundary. Similarly, we do not do full TCP reconstruction, so
for NFS over TCP, we parse multiple requests or replies
if the ﬁrst one starts at the beginning of the packet. These
limitations are similar to earlier work, so we found them
acceptable. We run the conversion locally on the 8-way
tracing machine rather than a cluster because conversion
runs faster than the 1Gbit LAN connection we had at the
customer site (the tracing card does not act as a normal
NIC). Conversion of a full data set (30TiB) takes about 3
days.
We do ofﬂine conversion from trace ﬁles, rather than
online conversion, primarily for simplicity. However, a
side beneﬁt was that our converter could be paranoid and
conservative, rather than have it try to recover from conversion problems, since we could ﬁx the converter when
it was mis-parsing or was too conservative. The next time
we trace, we plan to do more on-the-ﬂy conversion by
converting early groups and deleting those trace ﬁles during capture so that we can capture longer traces.
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4.4 Trace anonymization

5 Analysis techniques

In order to release the traces, we have to obscure private
data such as ﬁlenames. There are three primary ways to
map values in order to anonymize them:

Analyzing the very large amount of data that we collected required us to adopt and develop new analysis
techniques. The most important property that we aimed
for was bounded memory, which meant that we needed
to have streaming analysis. The second property that
we wanted was efﬁciency, because without compute-time
efﬁciency, we would not be able to analyze complete
datasets. One of our lessons is that these techniques allowed us to handle the much larger datasets that we have
collected.

1. unique integers. This option results in the most
compact identiﬁers (≤ 8 bytes), but is difﬁcult to calculate in parallel and requires a large translation table
to maintain persistent mappings and to convert back
to the original data.
2. hash/HMAC. This option results in larger identiﬁers
(16-20 bytes), but enables parallel conversion. A
keyed HMAC [5] instead of a hash protects against
dictionary attacks. Reversing this mapping requires
preserving a large translation table.
3. encrypted values. This option results in the longest
identiﬁers since the encrypted value will be at least
as large as the original value. It is parallizable and
easily reversible provided the small keys are maintained.
We chose the last approach because it preserved the
maximum ﬂexibility, and allowed us to easily have discussions with the customer about unexpected issues such
as writes to what should have been a read-only ﬁlesystem. Our encryption includes a self-check, so we can convert back to real ﬁlenames by decrypting all hexadecimal
strings and keeping the ones that validate. We have also
used the reversibility to verify for a colleague that they
properly identiﬁed the ‘.’ and ‘..’ ﬁlenames.
We chose to encrypt entire ﬁlenames since the sufﬁxes
are speciﬁc to the animation process and are unlikely to be
useful to people. This choice also simpliﬁed the discussions about publishing the traces. Since we can decrypt,
we could in the future change this decision.
The remaining values were semi-random (IP addresses
in the 10.* network, ﬁlehandles selected by the NFS
servers), so we pass those values through unchanged.
We decided that the ﬁlehandle content, which includes
for our NFS servers the ﬁlesystem containing the ﬁle,
could be useful for analysis. Filehandles could also be
anonymized.
All jobs in the customers’ cluster were being run as a
common user, so we did not capture user identiﬁers. Since
they are transitioning away from that model, future traces
would include unchanged user identiﬁers and group identiﬁers. If there were public values in the traces, then we
would have had to apply more sophisticated anonymization [27].
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5.1 Approximate quantiles
Quantiles are better than simple statistics or histograms
because they do not accidentally combine separate measurements regardless of distribution. Unfortunately, for
our data, calculating exact quantiles is impractical. For a
single dataset, we collect multiple statistics with a total of
about 200 billion values. Storing all these values would
require ≈1.5TiB of memory, which makes it impractical
for us to calculate exact quantiles.
However, there is an algorithm from the database ﬁeld
for calculating approximate quantiles in bounded memory [22]. A q−quantile of a set of n data elements is
the element at position ⌈q ∗ n⌉ in the sorted list of elements indexed from 1 to n. For approximate quantiles,
the user speciﬁes two numbers ε, the maximum error, and
N, the maximum number of elements. Then when the
program calculates quantile q, it actually gets a quantile
in the range [q − ε, q + ε].
Provided that the total number of elements is less than
N, the bound is guaranteed. We have found that usually the error is about 10× better than speciﬁed. For our
epsilon of 0.005 (sufﬁcient to guarantee all percentiles
are distinct), instead of needing ≈1.5TiB, we only need
≈1.2MiB, an improvement of > 106 . This dramatic improvement means we can run the analysis on one machine,
and hence process multiple sets in parallel. The performance cost of the algorithm is about the same as sorting since the algorithm does similar sorting of subsets and
merging of subsets. Details on how the algorithm works
can be found in [22] or our software distribution.

5.2 Data cube
Calculating aggregate or roll-up statistics is an important
part of analyzing a workload. For example, consider the
information in the common NFS table: �time, operation,
client-id, and server-id�. We may want to calculate the total number of operations performed by client 5, in which
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case we want to count the number of rows that match
�*, *, 5, *�.
The cube [16] is a generalization of the group-by operations described above. Given a collection of rows,
it calculates the set of unique values for each column
U(c), adds the special value ‘ANY’ to the set, and then
generates one row for each member of the cross-product
U(1) × U(2) × ...U(n).
We implemented an efﬁcient templated version of the
cube operator for use in data analysis. We added three features to deal with memory usage. First, our cube can only
include rows with actual values in it. This eliminates the
large number of rows from the cross-product that match
no rows in the base data. Second, we can further restrict
which rows are generated. For example, we have a large
number of client id’s, and so we can avoid cubing over entries with both the client and operation speciﬁed to reduce
the number of statistics calculated. Third, we added the
ability to prune values out of the cube. For example, we
can output cube values for earlier time values and remove
them from the data structure once we reach later time values since we know the data is sorted by time.
The cube allows us to easily calculate a wide variety of
summary statistics. We had previously manually implemented some of the summary statistics by doing explicit
roll-ups for some of the aggregates described in the example. We discovered that the general implementation
was actually more efﬁcient than our manual one because
it used a single hash table for all of the data rather than
nested data structures, and because we tuned the hash
function over the tuple of values to be calculated efﬁciently.

5.3 HashTable
Our hash-table implementation [9] is a straightforward
chained-hashing implementation. In our experiments it
is strictly better in both performance and memory than
the GNU C++ hash table. It uses somewhat more memory than the Google sparse hash [15], but performs almost as well as the dense hash; it is strictly faster than the
g++ STL hash. We added three unusual features. First,
it can calculate its memory usage, allowing us to determine what needs to be optimized. Second, it can partially
reset iterators, which allows for safe mutating operations
on the hash table during iteration, such as deleting a subset of the values. Third, it can return the underlying hash
chains, allowing for sorting the hash table without copying the values out. This operation destroys the hash table,
but the sort is usually done immediately before deleting
the table, and reduces memory usage by 2×.
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5.4 Rotating hash-map
Limiting memory usage for hash tables where the entries
have unknown lifespan presents some challenges. Consider the sequentiality metric: so long as accesses are active to the ﬁle, we want to continue to update the run information. Once the ﬁle becomes inactive for long enough,
we want to calculate summary statistics and remove the
general statistics from memory. We could keep the values
in an LRU data-structure. However if our analysis only
needs a ﬁle id and last offset, then the forward and backwards pointers for LRU would double the memory usage.
A clock-style algorithm would require regular full scans
of the entire data structure.
We instead solve this problem by keeping two hashmaps, the recent and old hash-maps. Any time a value
is accessed, it is moved to the recent hash-map if it is
not already there. At intervals, the program will call
the rotate(fn) operation which will apply fn to all of the
(key,value) pairs in the old hash map, delete that map, assign the recent map to the old map and create a new recent
map.
Therefore, if the analysis wants to guarantee any gap of
up to 60 seconds will be considered part of the same run,
it just needs to call rotate() every 60 seconds. Any value
accessed in the last 60 seconds will remain present in the
hash-map. We could reduce the memory overhead somewhat by keeping more than two hash-maps at the cost of
additional lookups, but we have so far found that the rotating hash-map provides a good tradeoff between minimizing memory usage and maximizing performance. We
believe that the LRU approach would be more effective
if the size of the data stored in the hash map were larger,
and the hash-map could compact itself so that scattered
data entries do not consume excess space.

5.5 Graphing with mercury-plot
Once we have summarized the data from DataSeries
using the techniques described above, we need to graph
and subset the data. We combined SQL, Perl, and gnuplot
into a tool we call mercury-plot. SQL enables sub-setting
and combining data. For example if we have data on 60
second intervals, it is easy to calculate min/mean/max
for 3600 second intervals, or with the cube to select out
the subset of the data that we want to use. We use Perl
to handle operations that the database can not handle.
For example, in the cube, we represent the ‘ANY’ value
as null, but SQL requires a different syntax to select
for null vs. a speciﬁc value. We hide this difference in
the Perl functions. In practice, this allows us to write
very simple commands such as plot quantile as
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• anim-2007/set-2: A trace of 273 clients accessing 40
NFS servers at the same site as anim-2003/set-5. The
other traces of clients at this site are similar to set-2.

x, value as y from nfs_hostinfo_cube where
operation = ’read’ and direction = ’send’ to
generate a portion of the graph. This tool allows us to
deal with the millions of rows of output that can come
from some of the analysis. To ease injection of data from
the C++ DataSeries analysis, one lesson we learned is
analysis should have a mode that generates SQL insert
statements in addition to human readable output.

• anim-2007/set-5: A trace of 135 clients accessing
50 NFS servers, and 8 caches acting as both clients
and servers, although because of the port mirroring
setup, we did not see some of the responses from the
caches. This trace is at a different site from set-2 and
shows higher burstiness.

6 Analysis
Analyzing very large traces can take a long time. While
our custom binary format enables efﬁcient analysis, and
our analysis techniques are efﬁcient, it can still take 4-8
hours to analyze a single set of the 2007 traces. In practice, we analyze the traces in parallel on a small cluster
of four core 2.4GHz Opterons. Our analysis typically becomes bottle-necked on the ﬁle servers that serve up to
200MiB/s each once an analysis is running on more than
20 machines.
We collected data at two times: August 2003 - February 2004 (anim-2003), and January 2007 - October 2007
(anim-2007). We collected data using a variety of mirror ports within the company’s network. The network design is straightforward: there is a redundant set of core
routers, an optional mid-tier of switches to increase the
effective port count of the core, and then a collection of
edge switches that each cover one or two racks of rendering machines. Most of our traces were taken by mirroring links between rendering machines and the rest of the
network. For each collected dataset, we would start the
collection process, and let it run either until we ran out of
disk space, or we had collected all the data we wanted.
Each of these runs comprises a set. We have 21 sets from
2003, and 8 sets from 2007.
We selected a subset of the data to present, two datasets
from 2003 and two from 2007. The sets were selected
both because they are representative of the more intensive traces from both years, and to show some variety in
the data. We identiﬁed clients as hosts that sent requests,
servers as hosts that sent replies, and caches as hosts that
acted as both clients and servers. Further information on
each dataset can be found on the trace download page [4].
• anim-2003/set-5: A trace of 79 clients accessing 50
NFS servers. NFS caches are seen as servers in this
trace.
• anim-2003/set-12: A trace of 1634 clients accessing
1 NFS server. NFS caches are seen as clients in this
trace.
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6.1 Capture performance
We start our analysis by looking at the performance of our
capture tool. This validates our claims that we can capture
packets at very high data rates. We examine the capture
rate of the tool by calculating the megabits/s (Mbps) and
kilo-packets/s (kpps) for 20 overlapping sub-intervals of a
speciﬁed length. For example if our interval length is 60
seconds, then we will calculate the bandwidth for the interval 0s-60s, 3s-63s, 6s-66s, ... end-of-trace. We chose to
calculate the bandwidth for overlapping intervals so that
we would not incorrectly measure the peaks and valleys of
cyclic patterns aligned to the interval length. We use the
approximate quantile so we can summarize results with
billions of underlying data points. For example, we have
11.6 billion measurements for anim-2007/set-0 at a 1ms
interval length. This corresponds to the 6.7 days of that
trace.
Figure 2(a) shows anim-2007/set-5 at different interval
lengths. This graph shows the effectiveness of our tracing
technology, as we have sustained intervals above 3Gb/s
(358MiB/s), and 1ms intervals above 4Gb/s (476MiB/s).
Indeed these traces show the requirement for high speed
tracing, as 5-20% of the trace intervals have sustained intervals above 1Gbit, which is above the rate at which Leung [20] noted their tracing tool started to drop packets.
The other sets from anim-2007 are somewhat less bursty,
and the anim-2003 data shows much lower peaks because
of our more limited tracing tools, and a wider variety of
shapes, because we traced at more points in the network.
Figure 2(a) also emphasizes how bursty the trafﬁc was
during this trace. While 50% of the intervals were above
500Mbit/s for 60s intervals, only 30% of the intervals
were above 500Mbit/s for 1ms intervals. This burstiness is expected given that general Ethernet and ﬁlesystem trafﬁc have been shown to be self-similar [17, 19],
which implies the network trafﬁc is also bursty. It does
make it clear that we need to look at short time intervals
in order to get an accurate view of the data.
Figure 2(b) shows the tail of the distributions for the
capture rates for two of the trace sets. The relative sim-
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Figure 2: Bandwidth measured in the collection process. In Figure (b), anim-2007/set-5 at different intervals is the top
group of 4 lines, and anim-2003/set-12 is the bottom group of 4 lines. With 60s intervals, anim-2003/set-12 does not
show the 0.9999 quantile because there were insufﬁcient data points.

operation
readdir
readdirplus
readlink
fsstat
write
lookup
read
access
getattr
total

anim-2003/set-12
Mops bytes/op
4.579
281
0.632
2307
0.081
74
19.875
56
14.546
9637
134.108
83
345.743
1231
1.858
136
244.650
104
768.053
790

anim-2003/set-5
Mops bytes/op
1.132
3940
0.000
n/a
0.049
79
50.416
56
30.236
7880
82.823
92
165.969
7855
0.000
136
967.961
104
1301.364
1274

anim-2007/set-2
Mops bytes/op
28.318
4089
32.806
1890
25.421
204
0.017
180
32.390
13562
643.854
239
1460.669
14658
4000.204
136
6598.515
124
12851.102
1833

anim-2007/set-5
Mops bytes/op
18.350
4071
20.271
2001
42.335
203
0.003
180
45.177
15015
807.127
235
1761.199
12301
3570.404
136
2756.785
123
9034.968
2599

Table 1: symlink, rmdir, mkdir, and rename were pruned as there were fewer than 1 million operations; fsinfo, link,
null, create, remove, and setattr were pruned as there were fewer than 10 million operations. The Mops column could
be calculated from nfsstat, but the bytes/op column could not.
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Figure 3: Operation rates, as quantiles, for anim-2003, anim-2007.
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dataset
anim-2003/set-5
anim-2003/set-12
anim-2007/set-2
anim-2007/set-5

read MiB/second
350
anim-2003/set-5, 1s interval,
anim-2003/set-12, 1s interval,
anim-2007/set-2, 1s interval,
anim-2007/set-5, 1s interval,

300

MiB/s

250

read bw
read bw
read bw
read bw

200

ratio
1.75×
2.25×
1.38×
1.44×

Table 2: Operation rate ratios
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Figure 4: Bandwidth for reads and operation rate for
getattrs in the four traces.
ilarity between the Mbps and kpps graphs is simply because packet size distributions are relatively constant. The
traces show the remarkably high burstiness of the 2007
traces. While 90% of the 1ms intervals are below 2Gb/s,
0.1% are above 6Gb/s. We expect we would have seen
slightly higher rates, but because of our conﬁguration error for the 2007 capture tool, we could not capture above
about 8Gb/s.

6.2 Basic NFS analysis
Examining the overall set of operations used by a workload provides insight into what operations need to be optimized to support the workload. Examining the distribution of rates for the workload tells us if the workload is
bursty, and hence we need to handle a higher rate than
would be implied by mean arrival rates, and if there are
periods of idleness that could be exploited.
Table 1 provides an overview of all the operations that
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1s ops/s
26,445
44,926
75,457
59,727

occurred in the four traces we are examining in more detail. It shows a number of substantial changes in the workload presented to the NFS subsystem. First, the read and
write sizes have almost doubled from the anim-2003 to
anim-2007 datasets. This trend is expected, because the
company moved from NFSv2 to NFSv3 between the two
tracing periods, and set the v3 read/write size to 16KiB.
The company told us they set it to that size based on performance measurements of sequential I/O. The NFS version switch also accounts for the increase in access calls
(new in v3), and readdirplus (also new in v3).
We also see that this workload is incredibly read-heavy.
This is expected; the animation workload reads a very
large number of textures, models, etc. to produce a relatively small output frame. However, we believe that our
traces under-estimate the number of write operations. We
discuss the write operation underestimation below. The
abnormally low read size for set-12 occurred because that
server was handling a large number of stale ﬁlehandle requests. The replies were therefore small and pulled down
the bytes/operation. We see a lot more getattr operations
in set-5 than set-12 because set-12 is a server behind several NFS-caches, whereas set-5 is the workload before the
NFS-caches.
Table 2 and Figures 3(a,b) show how long averaging intervals can distort the load placed on the storage system. If
we were to develop a storage system for the hourly loads
reported in most papers, we would fail to support the substantially higher near peak (99%) loads seen in the data.
It also hides periods of idleness that could be used for incremental scrubbing and data reorganization. We do not
include the traditional graph of ops/s vs. time because our
workload does not show a strong daily cycle. Animators
submit large batches of jobs in the evening that keep the
cluster busy until morning, and keep the cluster busy during the day submitting additional jobs. Since the jobs are
very similar, we see no traditional diurnal pattern in the
NFS load, although we do see the load go to zero by the
end of the weekend.
Figure 4 shows the read operation MiB/s and the getattr
operations/s. It shows that relative to the amount of data
being transferred, the number of getattrs has been reduced, likely a result of the transition from NFSv2 to
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This result led us to further analyze the data. We
were surprised that write bandwidth did not increase, even
though it is not implausible, as the frame output size has
not increased. We analyzed the traces to look for missing
operations in the sequence of transaction ids, automatically inferring if the client is using a big-endian or littleendian counter. The initial results looked quite good:
anim-2007/set-2 showed 99.7% of the operations were in
sequence, anim-2007/set-5 showed 98.4%, and counting
the skips of 128 transactions or less, we found only 0.21%
and 0.50% respectively (the remaining entries were duplicates or ones that we could not positively tell if they were
in sequence or a skip). However, when we looked one
level deeper at the operation that preceded a skip in the
sequence, we found that 95% of the skips followed a write
operation for set-2, and 45% for set-5. The skips in set-2
could increase the write workload by a factor of 1.5× if
all missing skips after writes are associated with writes.
We expected a fair number of skips for set-5 since we experienced packet loss under load, but we did not expect it
for set-2.
Further examination indicated that the problem came
about because we followed the same parsing technique for
TCP packets as was used in nfsdump2 [11]. We started at
the beginning of the packet and parsed all of the RPCs
that we found that matched all required bits to be RPCs.
Unfortunately, over TCP, two back to back writes will
not align the second write RPC with the packet header,
and we will miss subsequent operations until they re-align
with the packet start. While the fraction of missing operations is small, they are biased toward writes requests
and read replies. Since we had saved IP-level trace information as well as NFS-level, we could write an analysis that conservatively calculated the bytes of IP packets
that were not associated with an NFS request or reply.
Counting a direction of a connection if it transfers over
106 bytes, we found for anim-2007/set-2 that we can account for >90% of the bytes for 87% of the connections,
and for anim-2007/set-5 that we can account for >90%
of the bytes for >70% of the connections. The greater
preponderance of missing bytes relative to missing operations reinforces our analysis above that the losses are due
to non-aligned RPC’s since we are missing very few op-
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and the size and data in the reply, but does not include
IP headers or NFS RPC headers. It shows that the NFS
system is driven heavily, but not excessively. The write
operations/s graph (not shown for space reasons) implies
that the write bandwidth has gotten more bursty, but has
stayed roughly constant.
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Figure 5: File size distribution for all accessed ﬁles.

erations, but many more bytes, and reads and writes have
a high byte to operation ratio.
While this supports our lesson that retaining lower level
information is valuable, this analysis also leads us to another one of our lessons: extensive validation of the conversion tool is important. Both validation through validation statistics, and through the use of a known workload
that exercises the capture tools. An NFS replay tool [32]
could be used to generate a workload, the replayed workload could be captured, and the capture could be compared to the original replayed workload. This comparison
has been done to validate a block based replay tool [3],
but has not been done to validate an NFS tracing tool, as
the work has simply assumed tracing was correct. We believe a similar ﬂaw is present in earlier traces [11] because
the same parsing technique was used, although we do not
know how much those traces were affected.

6.3 File sizes
File sizes affect the potential internal fragmentation for a
ﬁlesystem. They affect the maximum size of I/Os that can
be executed, and they affect the potential sequentiality in
a workload.
Figure 5 shows the size of ﬁles accessed in our traces.
It shows that most ﬁles are small enough to be read in
a single I/O: 40-80% of the ﬁles are smaller than 8KiB
(NFSv2 read size) for the 2003 traces, and 70% of the ﬁles
are smaller than 16KiB for the 2007 traces. While there
are larger ﬁles in the traces, 99% of the ﬁles are smaller
than 10MiB. The small ﬁle sizes present in this workload,
and the preponderance of reads suggest that a ﬂash ﬁle
system [18] or MEMS ﬁle system [29] could support a
substantial portion of the workload.
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Figure 6: Number of reads or sequential bytes in a single
group (more than 30s gap between I/Os);

6.4 Sequentiality
Sequentiality is one of the most important properties for
storage systems because disks are much more efﬁcient
when handling sequential data accesses. Prior work has
presented various methods for calculating sequentiality.
Both Ellard [12] and Leung [20] split accesses into groups
and calculate the sequentiality within the group. Ellard
emulates opens and closes by looking for 30s groups in
the access pattern. Ellard tolerates small gaps in the request stream as sequential, e.g. an I/O of 7KiB at offset
0 followed by an I/O of 8KiB at offset 8KiB would be
considered sequential.
Ellard also reorders I/Os to deal with client-side
reordering. In particular, Ellard looks forward a constant
amount from the request time to ﬁnd I/Os that could make
the access pattern more sequential. This constant was determined empirically. Leung treats the ﬁrst I/O after an
open as sequential, essentially assuming that the server
will prefetch the ﬁrst few bytes in the ﬁle or that the ﬁle
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is contiguous with the directory entry as with immediate
ﬁles [24]. For NFS, the server may not see a lookup before
a read, depending on whether the client has used readdir+
to get the ﬁlehandle instead of a lookup.
We determine sequentiality by reordering within temporally overlapping requests. Given two I/Os, A and B,
if the request-reply intervals overlap, then we are willing
to reorder the requests to improve estimated sequentiality.
We believe this is a better model because the NFS server
could reorder those I/Os. In practice, Figure 7 shows that
for our traces this reordering makes little difference. Allowing reordering an additional 10ms beyond the reply of
I/O A slightly increases the sequentiality, but generally
not much more than just for overlapping requests.
We also decide on whether the ﬁrst I/O is sequential or
random based on additional I/Os. If the second I/O (after
any reordering) is sequential to the ﬁrst one, than the ﬁrst
I/O is sequential, otherwise it is random. If there is only
one I/O to a particular ﬁle, then we consider the I/O to be
random since the NFS server would have to reposition to
that ﬁle to start the read.
Given our small ﬁle sizes, it turns out that most accesses count as random because they read the entire ﬁle in
a single I/O. We can see this in Figure 6(a), which shows
the number of reads in a group. Most groups are single
I/O groups (70-90% in the 2007 traces). We see about
twice as many I/Os in the 2003 traces, because the I/Os in
the 2003 traces are only 8KiB, rather than 16KiB.
Sequential runs within a random group are more interesting. Figure 6(b) shows the number of bytes accessed in
sequential runs within a random group. We can see that if
we start accessing a ﬁle at random, most (50-80%) of the
time we will do single or double I/O accesses (8-32KiB).
However we also get some extended runs within a random
group, although 99% of the runs are less than 1MiB.

7 Conclusions
We have described three improved techniques for packet
capture on networks. The easily adopted technique should
allow anyone capturing NFS, CIFS, or iSCSI trafﬁc from
moderate performance storage systems (≤1Gbit) to capture trafﬁc with no losses. The most advanced technique allows lossless capture for 5-10Gbit storage systems, which is at the high end of most ﬁle storage systems. The primary lesson from this part of the work is
that lossless 1Gbit packet capture is straightforward and
up to 10Gbit is possible with an investment in development time or specialized hardware.
We have provided guidelines for conversion for future practitioners: parallelizing the conversion, retaining
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